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Synchronization of two actuated sheets serves as a simple model for the interaction between
flagellated microswimmers. Various factors, including inertia, sheet elasticity, and fluid viscoelas-
ticity, have been suggested to facilitate the synchronization of two sheets; however, the importance
of different contributions to this process still remains unclear. We perform a systematic inves-
tigation of competing effects of inertia, sheet elasticity, and fluid viscoelasticity on the synchro-
nization of two sheets. Characteristic time τ s for the synchronization caused by inertial effects is
inversely proportional to sheet Reynolds number Re shifted by a small critical value Rec, such that
τ sω ∝ (Re − Rec)−1 with ω being the wave frequency. This result indicates that inertial effects
cannot be neglected in the synchronization of microswimmers, despite the fact that the assump-
tion of Re = 0 is generally accepted for swimming micro-organisms. Synchronization toward stable
in-phase or opposite-phase configuration of two sheets is determined by the competition of inertial
effects, sheet elasticity, fluid compressibility and viscoelasticity. Interestingly, fluid viscoelasticity
results in strong synchronization forces for large beating amplitudes and Deborah numbers De > 1,
which dominates over other factors and favors the in-phase configuration. Therefore, our results
show that fluid viscoelasticity can dramatically enhance synchronization of microswimmers. Our
investigation deciphers the importance of different competing effects for the synchronization of two
actuated sheets, leading to a better understanding of interactions between microswimmers and their
collective behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Locomotion of biological and artificial microswimmers and their collective behavior have attracted considerable
scientific and technological attention recently [1–4]. The foci of such studies range from physical mechanisms governing
the motion and interaction of microswimmers to their use in practical applications and the emergence of collective
behavior. One of the interesting aspects is the interaction between multiple swimmers facilitated by a suspending
fluid medium. For instance, swimming spermatozoa tend to synchronize their beating flagella when they are close
to each other [5–7]. Even though distinct spermatozoa likely have differences in their intrinsic properties, they are
able to adjust their beating characteristics (e.g., phase and frequency), and swim together as a concerted unit [5].
Furthermore, synchronization of motion mediated by suspending medium is relevant for many other micro-organisms,
which propel using helical flagella [8, 9] or cilia [10, 11].
One of the first propositions that the synchronization of microswimmers is mediated by hydrodynamic interactions
corresponds to the theoretical work of Taylor in 1951 [12] for two waving tails. Interestingly, the first experimental
confirmation of the importance of hydrodynamic interactions for the synchronization of two beating flagella has been
realized only a few years ago [13]. Theoretical analysis of microswimmer behavior and possible synchronization
interactions is generally performed under the assumption of zero Reynolds number (i.e., no inertia) [1, 12, 14, 15],
because of non-linearity of the inertial term in the Navier-Stokes equations. This assumption is generally well-accepted,
since microswimmers operate at low Reynolds numbers due to their small size and low swimming velocity. A theory,
in which the synchronization of two inextensible waving sheets is considered, predicts no synchronization of the sheets
having a front-back motion symmetry (e.g., a pure sine wave) due to kinematic reversibility of Stokes flow (i.e., under
the assumption of no inertia) [16]. Thus, synchronization is only possible if there exist additional irreversible factors
which break the symmetry [16, 17]. For example, to make the synchronization of two sheets possible, a front-back
asymmetry in the beating motion is proposed [16, 18]. Furthermore, other factors, such as non-negligible inertia
[19–21], sheet elasticity [22], and viscoelasticity of non-Newtonian fluids [23, 24], are sufficient to break the symmetry
and enable synchronization.
Another interesting aspect in the synchronization of two sheets is that there exist two stable synchronized configu-
rations, namely in-phase and opposite-phase conformations with a phase difference φd = 0 and φd = pi between the
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2two sheets, respectively. Either the in-phase or opposite-phase configuration is stable, depending on various condi-
tions. For instance, the geometry of a prescribed asymmetric wave determines the preference for each configuration
[16, 18]. In case of non-negligible inertial effects, the in-phase stable conformation transits to the opposite-phase
conformation with increasing Reynolds number [19]. Sheet flexibility [22] as well as viscoelasticity of an Oldroyd-B
fluid [23, 24] drive the system toward the in-phase configuration. Noteworthy, the theory of sheet synchronization
in Oldroyd-B fluids predicts the strongest synchronization force at Deborah number De of unity, while at large De,
the synchronization forces asymptotically approach zero. For comparison, Deborah number of a swimming sperm
in cervical mucus is larger than 100, and fluid viscoelasticity dramatically enhances clustering of bovine sperm [25].
Despite several existing studies on sheet synchronization, the interplay and importance of different competing effects
remains unclear.
We perform a systematic analysis of the importance of different aforementioned factors for the synchronization of two
sheets. Our simulations are based on the smoothed dissipative particle dynamics (SDPD) method [26–28], a particle-
based hydrodynamics technique, where both Newtonian and Oldroyd-B fluids are implemented. Two different setups
are considered, including (i) a pair of inextensible waving sheets with a prescribed motion, for which synchronization
forces are measured, and (ii) two flexible sheets with an internal actuation, for which dynamic synchronization toward
one of the stable configurations is simulated. Our results show that for any non-zero Reynolds number Re, the two
sheets always synchronize regardless of its magnitude. A characteristic time τ s for the synchronization normalized by
the wave frequency ω is inversely proportional to Re shifted by a small critical value Rec, i.e. τ
sω ∝ (Re − Rec)−1.
This means that even for seemingly small Re, inertial effects cannot be fully neglected.
Sheet elasticity also affects stable synchronized configuration, such that stiff sheets synchronize toward the opposite-
phase conformation, while soft sheets attain the in-phase configuration. Fluid viscoelasticity, when a dominating
factor, drives the sheets toward the in-phase configuration. Nevertheless, at high enough Re, inertial effects may
favor the opposite-phase conformation even in viscoelastic fluids. Note that the failure of the theory in Ref. [23]
to predict large synchronization forces at De > 1 is related to the leading order approximation in terms of the
wave amplitude. For large enough wave amplitudes, strong deviations in synchronization forces with respect to the
theoretical predictions are observed for De > 1, leading to a dramatic enhancement of sheet synchronization by fluid
viscoelasticity. These results are consistent with experimental observations of the pronounced enhancement of sperm
clustering in viscoelastic fluids [25]. In conclusion, our results provide better understanding of different competing
effects for sheet synchronization and can be used to control the synchronization of artificial swimmers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents fluid and sheet models, simulation setup, and the validation
of these models against available theoretical predictions. In section III A, synchronization of two sheets in Newtonian
fluids is studied for different model parameters affecting the value of Re, fluid compressibility, and sheet flexural
rigidity. Section III B presents synchronization results in Oldroyd-B viscoelastic fluids. Swimming efficiency of two
synchronized sheets is discussed in section III C. Finally, we conclude in section IV.
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FIG. 1. Model schematic. (a) Setup and basic parameters of the two actuated sheets. Here, b is the wave amplitude, k is the
wave number, λ = 2pi/k is the wave length, ω is the wave frequency, such that the wave speed is ω/k. h is the distance between
average positions of the sheets and φd is a phase difference between their actuations. (b) Model representation of a flexible
sheet constructed by three particle layers interconnected by springs. θ is the instantaneous angle between two adjacent springs
in the middle layer (marked in red), and θ0 is the spontaneous angle employed for sheet actuation.
3II. METHODS AND MODELS
A. Viscoelastic fluid model
Fluid flow is modeled by the smoothed dissipative particle dynamics (SDPD) method [26, 27], which is a particle-
based mesoscopic hydrodynamics approach. SDPD is derived through a Lagrangian discretization of the Navier-Stokes
equations similar to the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method [29], with the proper inclusion of thermal
fluctuations following the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) approach [30, 31]. We employ an SDPD version which
conserves angular momentum [27], as it can be crucial for some problems [32, 33]. In SDPD, each particle can be
considered as a small fluid volume (or Lagrangian discretization point) characterized by a position ri, velocity vi, and
mass mi. In addition, each SDPD particle possesses a spin angular velocity ψi and moment of inertia Ii introduced
for the enforcement of angular momentum conservation [27].
SDPD particles i and j interact through four pairwise forces, including conservative FCij , dissipative F
D
ij , rotational
FRij , and random F˜ij forces given by
FCij =
(
Πi
d2i
+
Πj
d2j
)
Fij · rij ,
FDij = −γij [vij + (eij · vij)eij ] ,
FRij = −γij
rij
2
× (ψi +ψj),
F˜ij = σij
(
dW
s
ij +
1
3
tr[dW ij ]1
)
· eij
dt
,
(1)
where rij = ri − rj , vij = vi − vj , and eij = rij/rij . Particle number density di is computed as di =
∑
j Wij
using a smoothing kernel function Wij = W (rij) that vanishes beyond a cutoff radius rc and defines a non-negative
function Fij through the equation ∇iWij = −rijFij . Then, particle mass density is given by ρi = mid0. In the SDPD
formulation for Newtonian fluids, the stress tensor Πi = p
s
i1 contains only diagonal (i.e. pressure) components. The
pressure psi is determined by the equation of state (EoS) p
s
i = p0(di/d0)
ν−pb, where d0 is the average number density,
and p0, ν, and pb are freely selected parameters. Furthermore, γij and σij are the corresponding force amplitudes
γij =
20η
7
Fij
didj
, σij = 2
√
kBTγij , (2)
where η is the fluid dynamic viscosity and T is the equilibrium temperature. Eq. (1) also contains a matrix of indepen-
dent Wiener increments dW ij with its trace tr[dWij ] and the traceless symmetric part dW
s
ij =
1
2
(dWij + dWji)−
1
3
tr[dWij ], and the time step dt.
The evolution of particle positions, translational and angular velocities is obtained by integration of the following
equations of motion
r˙i = vi,
miv˙i =
∑
j
Fij =
∑
j
(FCij + F
D
ij + F
R
ij + F˜ij),
ψ˙i =
1
2Ii
∑
j
rij × Fij ,
(3)
using the velocity-Verlet algorithm [34].
Fluid elasticity is introduced following the idea that every fluid particle contains Np bead-spring dumbbells [28].
Dumbbells are not explicitly modeled, but represented by a conformation tensor c that characterizes their stretching
state within each particle. The conformation tensor is expressed as ci = 1/Np
∑Np
a qaqa, where qa is the end-to-end
distance of the a-th dumbbell within a fluid particle i. Then, the stress tensor Πi in Eq. (1) is modified by the
addition of c contribution as follows [28]
Πi = p
s
i1+NpdikBT (1− ci). (4)
Evolution of the conformation tensor proceeds according to [28]
c˙
µµ′
i =
1
di
c
µν
i κ
νµ′
i +
1
di
c
µ′ν
i κ
νµ
i +
1
τ
(δµµ
′ − cµµ′i ) +
dc˜µµ
′
i
dt
, (5)
4where κµνi =
∑
j Fijr
µ
ijv
ν
ij is the velocity gradient tensor, τ is the dumbbell relaxation time, and dc˜ is the noise
term. This model corresponds to the well-known viscoelastic Oldroyd-B model, in which the total fluid viscosity
η = ηs + ηp has two contributions, including solvent ηs and polymer ηp components. The polymer contribution is
given by ηp = kBTd0Npτ , and can easily be adjusted through the parameters Np and τ .
In this work, the smoothing kernel is represented by the two dimensional (2D) Lucy function [35]
W (r) =
5
pir2c
(
1 + 3
r
rc
)(
1− r
rc
)3
. (6)
Thermal fluctuations are neglected by setting kBT = 10
−6, such that the SDPD method is essentially reduced to
SPH. Furthermore, we also neglect the noise term of the conformation tensor, i.e. dc˜ = 0.
B. Sheet model and simulation setup
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of our 2D simulation setup with two sheets. According to the theoretical work of
Taylor [12], traveling wave y(x, t) = b sin(kx − ωt + φ) on an inextensible 2D sheet can be modeled through the
imposition of particle velocities as
vx =
ω
k
−Q cos θ, vy = −Q sin θ,
tan θ = bk cos(kx− ωt+ φ), Q = ω
2pik
∫ 2pi
0
(
1 + b2k2 cos2 ξ
)1/2
dξ,
(7)
where b is the wave amplitude, k is the wave number related to the wave length λ = 2pi/k, ω is the wave angular
frequency, and φ is the phase shift. Even though this traveling wave propagates with a wave speed ω/k, material
points of the sheet do not move forward or backward on average, and thus they represent a waving (rather than
swimming) sheet, which will be referred to as prescribed actuation further in text. However, such sheet actuation
generates a far-field flow [12], which can result in non-zero hydrodynamic synchronization forces between two waving
sheets.
The prescribed actuation strategy in Eq. (7) cannot be used to model dynamic synchronization of two swimming
sheets. Furthermore, it does not account for a possible flexural rigidity of the sheets. Model of a flexible sheet is
shown in Fig. 1(b), where three layers of sheet particles are interconnected by harmonic springs. The spring potential
is given by
U(l) =
ζs
2
(l − l0)2 , (8)
where ζs is the spring stiffness, l is its length, and l0 is the equilibrium spring length. Actuation of the flexible sheets
is performed using the middle layer (marked red in Fig. 1(b)), where a harmonic angle potential
U(θ) =
ζθ
2
(θ − θ0)2 (9)
is implemented for each pair of adjacent springs. Here, ζθ is the potential strength, θ is the instantaneous angle
between two adjacent springs in the middle layer, and θ0 is the spontaneous angle. A traveling wave on the sheets
is imposed by the varying θ0(x, t) = θb sin(kxs − ωt), where θb is the angle amplitude and xs = il0 is the distance
along the sheet with i representing particle numbering along the middle layer. Flexural rigidity κ of this sheet model
can be estimated as κ = 2ζsl
3
0 + ζθl0 (see Appendix). In addition to the parameters ζθ and θb, the actual wave
amplitude in this case is affected by the sheet flexural rigidity, wave frequency, and fluid viscoelasticity. This model
of sheet motion will be referred to as internal actuation, and allows the simulation of dynamic synchronization of two
swimming sheets. To constrain sheet motion in the y direction, a tether force Fteth = −ζteth(ycm − y0)ey is applied
uniformly to all sheet particles, where ζteth is the spring stiffness, ycm is the center-of-mass position of the sheet, and
y0 is the preferred position along the y axis. Since simulation domain is periodic, any rotation of the sheet would
necessarily result in its stretching, and therefore, its average direction along the x axis is self constrained.
In simulations, two sheets separated by the distance h between their average positions are embedded into the
modeled SDPD fluid. Each sheet is constructed by three layers of particles and is driven either through the prescribed
actuation [see Eq. (7)] or by internal actuation [see Eq. (9)]. The number density of sheet particles is the same
as that of fluid particles. Therefore, interactions between fluid and sheet particles are identical to the fluid-fluid
interactions. The simulation domain Lx × Ly is periodic in both dimensions. The cutoff radius is fixed at rc = 1.6
5TABLE I. Parameters used in simulations
Parameters Values
Cutoff radius rc 1.6
Reference mass density ρref 6.25
Reference dynamic viscosity ηref 6.25
Energy unit kBT 1e-6
Size of the simulation domain Lx × Ly 12.5rc × 18.75rc
Wave number k 4pi/Lx
Number density d0 16/r
2
c
Time unit tref r
2
cρref/ηref
Force unit Fref r
3
cρref/t
2
ref
Pressure unit pref r
2
cρref/t
2
ref
Spring stiffness unit ζref r
2
cρref/t
2
ref
Angle potential strength unit ζθref r
4
cρref/t
2
ref
Flexural rigidity unit κref r
5
cρref/t
2
ref
Average distance between the two sheets h 2.875rc
Stiffness of the tether spring ζteth 8192ζref
Angle potential strength ζθ 640ζ
θ
ref
Difference in pressure coefficients p0 − pb 32.8pref
in all simulations and will be used as a basic length scale. Also, fluid resolution characterized by the number density
d0 = 16/r
2
c is kept the same in all simulations. Furthermore, we introduce reference mass density ρref = 6.25 and
dynamic viscosity ηref = 6.25, which define a mass scale mref = ρrefr
2
c and a time scale tref = r
2
cρref/ηref . We also
define Fref = r
3
cρref/t
2
ref , pref = r
2
cρref/t
2
ref , ζref = r
2
cρref/t
2
ref , ζ
θ
ref = r
4
cρref/t
2
ref , κref = r
5
cρref/t
2
ref for scaling force,
pressure, spring stiffness, angle potential strength, and flexural rigidity units, respectively. Simulation parameters are
summarized in Table I or otherwise specified explicitly in text.
(a) (b)
FIG. 2. Model validation. (a) Far-field velocity VN generated by a single waving sheet in Newtonian fluids of various viscosities
in comparison with the theoretical prediction in Eq. (10). (b) Comparison of simulated and theoretical far-field velocities Vve
generated by a waving sheet in viscoelastic fluids with various relaxation times τ . The theoretical predictions correspond to
Eq. (11). Here, Np = 3 × 106 and ηs/ηref = 64. In all simulations, Lx × Ly = 18.75rc × 31.25rc, b/rc = 0.375, ρ/ρref = 1,
p0/pref = 409.6, and ν = 7.
6C. Model validation
To validate the model and simulation setup, we revisit the problem of a single waving sheet both in Newtonian and
viscoelastic (Oldroyd-B model) fluids. An inextensible 2D sheet actuated according to Eq. (7) generates a far-field
flow velocity VN in the x direction. The theoretical prediction of VN is given by [12]
VN =
1
2
ωb2k
(
1− 19
16
b2k2
)
. (10)
Figure 2(a) compares simulation results for VN in Newtonian fluids of various viscosities with the theoretical prediction
in Eq. (10). The simulated far-field flow velocities are larger than those from the analytical solution [12] for small
fluid-viscosity values, and converge to the theoretical prediction as the fluid viscosity η is increased. This demonstrates
the importance of inertia in determining VN, because the theoretical result in Eq. (10) is derived under the assumption
of Stokes flow (i.e., no inertia). Inertial effects are generally characterized by Reynolds number Re, which represents
the ratio of inertial and viscous forces, and is defined here as Re = fb2ρ/η with f = ω/(2pi). For comparison, at
ωtref = 2.56, Re = 7.16× 10−2 for η/ηref = 0.8 and Re = 8.95× 10−4 for η/ηref = 64. Thus, a very small Re number
is required to neglect inertial effects for a waving sheet.
For viscoelastic Oldroyd-B fluids, a theoretical prediction for the far-field velocity Vve generated by a waving sheet
is given by [36]
Vve =
1
2
ωb2k
1 + De2ηs/η
1 + De2
, (11)
where ηs is the solvent component of viscosity and De = τω is the Deborah number that represents a ratio of
relaxation time to the characteristic time of sheet motion. Figure 2(b) shows the comparison of simulated Vve for
a waving sheet in various viscoelastic fluids against the analytical predictions in Eq. (11) as a function of De. The
simulation results (solid lines) for various τ agree well with the analytical predictions (dashed lines). A small deviation
mainly results from a slight shear dependence of SDPD fluid viscosity. Note that in these simulations the solvent
viscosity of ηs/ηref = 64 has been used, in order to avoid possible inertial effects.
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FIG. 3. Synchronization force amplitudes of two waving sheets with prescribed actuation for different Re and Ma numbers
in a Newtonian fluid. (a) F¯ s1 as a function of Re (fluid viscosity η is varied) for various Ma values and ν = 7. (b) F¯
s
1 as a
function of Ma (the pressure parameter p0 is varied) for ν = 5 and ν = 7. Here, η/ηref = 16 and Re ≈ 1.4 × 10−3. Note that
F¯ s1 corresponds to the first sheet, while F¯
s
2 = −F¯ s1 . In all cases, ωtref = 1.024, b/rc = 0.375, and ρ/ρref = 1.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We investigate the synchronization of two sheets, and in particular, its dependence on inertial effects, fluid com-
pressibility, sheet flexural rigidity, and fluid viscoelastic properties. Two sheets placed side by side with a distance h
7apart (see Fig. 1) can have a phase difference in their motion given by φd = φ2 − φ1. Generally, the synchronization
force in the x direction is a function of φd and has a functional form [22, 23]
F s(φd) = F¯
s sin(φd), (12)
where F¯ s is the force amplitude. The synchronization forces on the two sheets have the same magnitude, but different
signs, which means that they act in opposite directions. For the calculation of force amplitude F¯ s, several simulations
for different φd values in the interval [0, pi] (with an increment of pi/30 for simulations with Newtonian fluids and of
pi/15 for simulations with Oldroyd-B fluids) are performed, and the resultant force data are fitted using Eq. (12).
Note that the force amplitude F¯ s can also be negative, as the fitting is carried out within the range [0, pi].
There exist two possible synchronized configurations:
(i) φd = 0 – an in-phase configuration,
(ii) φd = pi – an opposite-phase configuration.
Due to our definition of the phase difference as φd = φ2 − φ1, the synchronization forces F s1 (φd) = −F s2 (φd) < 0
drive the sheets toward the in-phase configuration with φd = 0, while for F
s
1 (φd) = −F s2 (φd) > 0, the opposite-phase
conformation with φd = pi is stable. Further, simulation results will mainly be presented in terms of F¯
s
1 for the first
sheet only.
(a) (b)
(c)
opposite phase opposite phase
opposite phase
in phase
in phasein phase
FIG. 4. Synchronization force amplitudes of the first waving sheet (prescribed actuation) for various parameters. (a) F¯ s1 as
a function of wave frequency ω. b/rc = 0.375 and ρ/ρref = 1. (b) F¯
s
1 as a function of wave amplitude b. ωtref = 1.024 and
ρ/ρref = 1. (c) F¯
s
1 as a function of fluid mass density ρ. ωtref = 1.024 and b/rc = 0.375. Other parameters, such as η/ηref = 3.2,
p0/pref = 2621.4, and ν = 7, are fixed in all simulations. Insets show absolute values of F¯
s
1 in log scale.
8A. Synchronization in Newtonian fluids
1. Interaction of two waving sheets
Figure 3(a) presents synchronization force amplitudes of the first waving sheet with prescribed actuation for different
values of Re, which is controlled by changing the fluid viscosity η. For large enough Re (or small η), the synchronization
forces favor the opposite-phase configuration, and appear to be independent of η. However, for small Re values, F¯ s1
becomes negative, favoring the in-phase configuration, and may attain a large magnitude. The transition from
opposite-phase to in-phase configuration with decreasing Re is qualitatively consistent with numerical simulations
using the immerse-boundary technique [19]. Note that in the limit of Re = 0, no synchronization should occur for two
interacting sheets having a reflection symmetry with respect to the y axis [16], which is the case for the imposed sine
wave here. Nevertheless, even a small amount of inertia (i.e., Re > 0) always results in stable sheet synchronization,
which will be discussed later. For comparison, human sperm typically has a beating frequency of f ≈ 20Hz and an
amplitude of b ≈ 10µm [37, 38], resulting in Re ≈ 2× 10−3 in a water-like environment.
Let us come back to the relatively large synchronization force amplitudes found at low Re in Fig. 3(a). Clearly,
their magnitude strongly depends on fluid compressibility, which is characterized by the Mach number Ma = fb/c,
where c = (p0ν/ρ)
1/2 is the speed of sound in SDPD fluid. The importance of fluid compressibility at large values
of η can be understood through a slow fluid relaxation by viscous diffusion in response to the prescribed sheet
actuation that is independent of η. Figure 3(b) shows that the magnitude of F¯ s1 at large η is significantly reduced
with decreasing Ma, because local fluid relaxation by sound wave propagation becomes faster for less compressible
fluids. For comparison, the motion of human sperm in a water-like solution is characterized by Ma ≈ 10−7, indicating
that fluid compressibility can likely be neglected for biological microswimmers. Nevertheless, the effect of Ma on
sheet synchronization is relevant for numerical studies, where weakly compressible fluid models, similar to the SDPD
method, are employed.
Another interesting observation in Fig. 3(a) is that the transition from opposite-phase to in-phase stable config-
uration is shifted toward lower Re values when Ma is decreased. This result puts into question the existence of
in-phase configuration for inextensible sheets suspended in an incompressible fluid. A simulation study [19] based on
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations reports the existence of both opposite-phase and in-phase conformations
for different Re values. However, the sheet model employed in that investigation [19] corresponds to a flexible sheet,
which can also affect the synchronization process [22]. To systematically investigate the synchronization of inextensible
sheets, various parameters (other than η) that affect Re are varied. Figure 4 shows synchronization force amplitudes
of the first waving sheet (prescribed actuation) as a function of wave frequency ω, wave amplitude b, and fluid mass
density ρ. Note that for these simulations, the pressure parameter p0/pref = 2621.4 is set large enough and the fluid
viscosity η/ηref = 3.2 is selected small enough to avoid the effects of fluid compressibility (or Ma) discussed above.
Interestingly, the transition between opposite-phase and in-phase configurations can be achieved through separate
variation of all parameters presented in Fig. 4. Thus, the in-phase configuration for inextensible sheets exists at low
Re, while the opposite-phase conformation takes place if Re becomes large enough, in qualitative agreement with the
previous numerical study [19]. Furthermore, the magnitude of F¯ s1 is much smaller for the in-phase configuration in
comparison with the opposite-phase conformation, and increases significantly with increasing Re. Figure 4 also shows
that the opposite-phase to in-phase transition is governed not only by Re, suggesting that non-linear effects within
complex flow field and the distribution of local stresses cannot be neglected.
Insets in Fig. 4 show that at high enough Re, the synchronization force amplitude F¯ s1 exhibits a power-law de-
pendence with respect to the wave frequency ω, wave amplitude b, and fluid mass density ρ. Remember that F¯ s1
is independent of fluid viscosity η, when fluid compressibility effects can be neglected, see Fig. 3(a). Therefore, we
hypothesize that
F¯ s1 ∝ ρω2b2 (13)
for large enough Re. Note that Eq. (13) is valid only for small bk. Figure 5 presents F¯ s1 as a function of bk for various
ω, and shows that for bk > 0.4, the increase in F¯ s1 becomes slower than b
2. As we will show later, an increase in the
synchronization force amplitude for large bk can be much faster than b2 for viscoelastic fluids.
2. Dynamic synchronization of two flexible sheets
To investigate dynamic synchronization process of two beating sheets, we employ the setup with two flexible sheets
that have internal actuation. Figure 6(a) shows time-dependent phase difference φd between two flexible sheets for
various fluid viscosities. At low η, the sheets attain the opposite-phase configuration, while for large η values, the in-
phase configuration is stable, which is consistent with the results for two waving sheets in Fig. 3(a). Synchronization
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FIG. 5. Synchronization force amplitudes with non-negligible inertia as a function of bk. The solid line represents a fit with
quadratic function. Note that for bk > 0.4, the relation F¯ s1 ∝ b2 no longer holds. Here, η/ηref = 3.2, ρ/ρref = 1, p0/pref = 2621.4,
and ν = 7.
(a) (b)
FIG. 6. Dynamic synchronization of two flexible sheets (internal actuation) for different fluid viscosities. (a) Phase difference
plotted by symbols as a function of time. The dashed lines correspond to data fitting using Eq. (15). (b) Beating wave
amplitude b for various η. Here, ωtref = 2.56, θb/pi = 0.028, ζs/ζref = 4096 (κ/κref = 288), ρ/ρref = 1, p0/pref = 40.96, and
ν = 5.
toward the in-phase configuration here is likely due to the effect of fluid compressibility or Ma discussed above.
Even though an increase in viscosity generally leads to an increase in synchronization time τ s, this dependence may
not always be monotonic due to several reasons. In case of stable opposite-phase configuration (η/ηref . 2 here),
where fluid compressibility effects can be neglected, the synchronization force amplitude F¯ s for two waving sheets
is independent of η. Therefore, an increase in τ s with increasing η should be expected due to an increased friction
or drag. The case of η/ηref = 3.2 exhibits the largest τ
s, because it is very close to the opposite-phase to in-phase
transition, at which the synchronization force vanishes. With a further increase of viscosity (η/ηref > 5) for the
in-phase configuration, although the magnitude of F¯ s increases, frictional forces on the sheets lead to larger τ s values
for larger η.
Another important aspect in the case of internal actuation is that the resulting wave amplitudes depend on fluid
viscosity. Figure 6(b) shows that the wave amplitude b of flexible sheets can be reduced significantly by increasing
η, because of an increased viscous resistance on the sheets. A reduction in the wave amplitude generally leads to a
decrease in synchronization forces and a longer synchronization time τ s [18]. Note that the existence of stable in-
phase configuration for two flexible sheets with internal actuation in an incompressible fluid has already been shown
by a theory predicting a stable in-phase configuration at Re = 0 [22] and in simulations based on the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations [19].
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Our simulation results demonstrate that the synchronization forces F s1 and F
s
2 have a sine-function dependence on
φd [see Eq. (12)], independently of the contributing factors, such as fluid compressibility and inertial effects. Therefore,
dynamic synchronization process can be described as a damped harmonic oscillator
d2φd
dt2
= −a1 dφd
dt
− a2 sin(φd), (14)
where a1 is a damping coefficient and a2 corresponds to the synchronization force amplitudes F¯
s
1 and F¯
s
2 , which are
either negative or positive, depending on whether the in-phase or opposite-phase configuration is stable. In general,
a1 can be a function of φd, but for simplicity, it is assumed to be constant here. A process described by Eq. (14)
can have an oscillating dynamics, if the inertial term represented by the second time derivative is large enough. Our
simulations (not presented here) have shown that an oscillation in the synchronization of two flexible sheets may occur
at low fluid viscosities η/ηref < 0.08. As the employed viscosity values η/ηref ≫ 0.08, the synchronization process of
two sheets can be considered overdamped, even though it is often caused by inertial effects. By neglecting the inertial
term in Eq. (14), an Adler-like equation [39] dφd/dt = −a2/a1 sin(φd) for φd is obtained, which has an analytical
solution given by [40]
φd = 2 tan
−1
(
tan
φ0d
2
e−a2t/a1
)
, (15)
where φ0d is the initial phase difference at time t = 0. Eq. (15) is used to fit the simulation data in Fig. 6(a), where
the fits are shown by dashed lines. Clearly, the fits are very good, and allow the extraction of synchronization time
τ s = |a1/a2| from the simulation data of time-dependent synchronization.
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FIG. 7. Dependence of synchronization time τ s on ω and Re. Different simulation data sets are plotted by symbols, correspond-
ing to η/ηref = 3.2, ρ/ρref = 1, and θb/pi = 0.067 (blue circles); η/ηref = 3.2, ρ/ρref = 1, and θb/pi = 0.089 (red down-pointing
triangles); η/ηref = 1.6, ρ/ρref = 1, and θb/pi = 0.089 (green left-pointing triangles); η/ηref = 3.2, ρ/ρref = 1, and θb/pi = 0.11
(yellow squares); η/ηref = 3.2, ρ/ρref = 2, and θb/pi = 0.089 (black up-pointing triangles); η/ηref = 3.2, ρ/ρref = 4, and
θb/pi = 0.089 (purple right-pointing triangles). Each set of data includes several ωtref values in the range [1.02, 2.56]. Here,
ζs/ζref = 6553.6 (κ/κref = 364.8), p0/pref = 2621.4, and ν = 7.
Let us consider a1 ∝ η, since it represents damping effects, and a2 = F¯ s1 ∝ ρω2b2 [see Eq. (13)], which has been
hypothesized for two waving sheets at high enough Re. Then, the synchronization time τ s normalized by the wave
frequency ω simply becomes
τ sω ∝ 1
Re
. (16)
This relation is tested by a number of simulations for various ω, ρ, η, and θb values, see Fig. 7. To avoid possible fluid
compressibility effects, EoS parameters (p0/pref = 2621.4 and ν = 7) are selected such that the suspending fluid is only
weakly compressible, and a moderate fluid viscosity (1.6 ≤ η/ηref ≤ 3.2) is employed in all simulations. Furthermore,
the stiffness ζs of harmonic springs within the flexible sheet model is chosen relatively large (ζs/ζref = 6553.6, which
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results in a flexural rigidity κ/κref = 364.8) to minimize the effects of sheet elasticity on dynamic synchronization.
Figure 7 shows that the non-dimensional synchronization time τ sω from simulations falls on a single master curve.
However, the dependence of τ sω on Re can be fitted best by the inverse of a shifted Reynolds number
τ sω ∝ 1
Re− Rec (17)
with Rec = 5.4 × 10−3. Note that the relation in Eq. (16) is valid only for the opposite-phase synchronization with
Re values being far enough from the opposite-phase to in-phase transition (see insets in Fig. 4). Clearly, at low Re
the in-phase configuration is preferred, and thus, Rec roughly characterizes a critical value for the opposite-phase to
in-phase transition. It is important to note that Rec = 5.4×10−3 is not universal, since the opposite-phase to in-phase
transition in Fig. 4 occurs at different Re for various parameters. As mentioned before, a characteristic Reynolds
number for human sperm is Re ≈ 2× 10−3, suggesting that the synchronization to in-phase configuration is preferred,
in agreement with experimental observations [5, 7].
(a) (b)
FIG. 8. Synchronization of two flexible sheets for various flexural rigidities κ. (a) Phase difference φd. Simulated data are
shown by symbols, while the dashed lines represent fits using Eq. (15). (b) Wave amplitude b. Here, ζs/ζref ∈ [41, 819.2],
ωtref = 2.048, η/ηref = 3.2, ρ/ρref = 1, θb/pi = 0.044, p0/pref = 2621.4, and ν = 7.
The rapid increase in τ s at small Re in Fig. 7 is qualitatively consistent with the theoretical prediction that no
synchronization of two inextensible sheets having a reflection symmetry with respect to the y axis can occur at
Re = 0 [36]. However, a finite elasticity of two sheets is sufficient to break the symmetry and result in an in-phase
synchronization at Re = 0 [22]. Figure 8 presents the transition of sheet synchronization from opposite-phase to
in-phase configuration as a result of increasing sheet elasticity. A decrease of the spring stiffness ζs in the sheet model
leads to more elastic (or more flexible) sheets. Interestingly, stiff sheets (i.e., large ζs and κ) synchronize toward the
opposite-phase configuration due to inertial effects, while soft sheets are driven toward the in-phase conformation, even
though the effective Re increases with decreasing κ due to an increase in wave amplitude, see Fig. 8(b). Therefore, a
stable synchronized configuration can significantly be affected by sheet elasticity, in addition to a finite Re.
B. Synchronization in viscoelastic fluids
Fluid elasticity is also sufficient to break the symmetry and result in the in-phase synchronization of two inextensible
sheets at Re = 0 [23]. Theoretical prediction for the synchronization force between two sheets up to the order O[(bk)2]
is given by [23]
F s1 (φd)k
ωη
=
[
2pi∆U
kh
− 4piDeηp
η(1 + De2)
A(kh) sin(φd)
]
(bk)2, A(kh) =
kh cosh(kh) + sinh(kh)
cosh(2kh)− 2k2h2 − 1 , (18)
where ∆U is the relative velocity of two sheets and η = ηp + ηs includes polymer and solvent viscosity contributions.
In case of two waving sheets with prescribed actuation, ∆U = 0. Note that for ∆U = 0, the synchronization force in
Eq. (18) can be written as F s1 (φd) = F¯
s
1 sin(φd), which is identical to Eq. (12) hypothesized before.
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(a) (b)
in phase in phase
FIG. 9. Synchronization force amplitudes of two waving sheets (prescribed actuation) in viscoelastic fluids. (a) F¯ s1 /ω and
(b) F¯ s1 /ω/(bk)
2 as a function of De for various bk. Different simulation data sets are plotted by symbols, corresponding to
ωtref = 1.024 (red circles); ωtref = 2.048 (blue squares); ωtref = 3.072 (green down-pointing triangles); ωtref = 4.096 (yellow
left-pointing triangles). Solid lines are theoretical predictions [23] from Eq. (18). Here, ηs/ηref = 3.0, ηp/ηref = 13.0, and
ρ/ρref = 1.
Figure 9(a) presents the ratio F¯ s1 /ω obtained from a number of simulations (symbols) of two waving sheets in
viscoelastic fluids with respect to the theoretical prediction (solid lines) in Eq. (18) for several bk values. An excellent
agreement between simulated and theoretical synchronization force amplitudes is achieved. In these simulations, the
wave frequency ωtref ∈ [1.024, 4.096], wave amplitude b/rc ∈ [0.125, 0.25], and the relaxation time τ/tref ∈ [0.04, 10.16]
are varied, while the viscosities ηs/ηref = 3.0 and ηp/ηref = 13.0 are kept constant. Note that the value ofNp is adjusted
according to changes in τ in order to keep ηp = kBTd0Npτ fixed. Furthermore, mass density of the fluid is set to be
relatively small ρ/ρref = 0.0625 to minimize inertial effects, and the EoS parameters (p0/pref = 6553.6 and ν = 7) are
chosen such that fluid compressibility effects can be neglected.
(a) (b)
FIG. 10. Dynamic synchronization of two flexible sheets mediated by fluid viscoelasticity. (a) Phase difference φd as a function
of time for different De. Dashed lines represent fits using Eq. (15). (b) Beating wave amplitudes. Here, ηs/ηref = 3.0,
ηp/ηref = 13.0, ωtref = 1.28, ρ/ρref = 0.125, θb/pi = 0.056, ζs/ζref = 4096 (κ/κref = 288), p0/pref = 6553.6, and ν = 7.
Figure 9(b) demonstrates that the simulated force amplitudes scaled as F¯ s1 /ω/(bk)
2 fall onto a single master
curve that is well captured by the theoretical prediction in Eq. (18). Furthermore, Fig. 9 shows that the maximum
synchronization force is achieved at De = 1 for a fixed bk and ω. Noteworthy, for a fixed ω, the synchronization
force amplitude asymptotically approaches zero with increasing De or τ . This indicates that the synchronization of
flagellated microswimmers must be weak in viscoelastic fluids with a large relaxation time. In fact, De for realistic
biological microswimmers can be significantly larger than unity. For instance, De is between 102 and 103 for the case
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of sperm cells swimming in mucus, whose relaxation time is in the range of 1 ∼ 10 s [23].
Figure 10(a) presents dynamic synchronization of two flexible sheets for various De, and demonstrates that this
process is fastest at De = 1, in agreement with the theoretical prediction in Eq. (18). The corresponding beating
wave amplitudes shown in Fig. 10(b) are small enough in these simulations, such that the theoretical prediction is
accurate. Interestingly, the synchronization times in viscoelastic fluids have similar magnitudes as those in Newtonian
fluids (compare with Figs. 6 and 8).
in phase
opposite phase
FIG. 11. Synchronization force amplitudes of two waving sheets in viscoelastic fluids for different fluid densities, affecting the
value of Re. De is varied by changing ωtref ∈ [0.256, 4.096]. For instance, when ωtref = 4.096 (De = 16), Re = 1.6 × 10−4 for
ρ/ρref = 0.0625 and Re = 2.5 × 10−3 for ρ/ρref = 1. Other parameters b/rc = 0.25, ηs/ηref = 6.0, ηp/ηref = 10, τ/tref = 3.9,
p0/pref = 6553.6, and ν = 7 remain fixed.
According to the theoretical prediction in Eq. (18) [23], the synchronization forces resulting from fluid viscoelasticity
are of the order O[(bk)2], which is similar to the synchronization forces originating from inertial effects, see Eq. (13).
Therefore, it is plausible to expect the transition from in-phase to opposite-phase configuration with increasing Re
in viscoelastic fluids. Figure 11 illustrates the competing effects of viscoelasticity and inertia, and demonstrates the
existence of in-phase to opposite-phase transition at high enough Re by increasing ρ. For negligible inertial effects
(ρ/ρref = 0.0625), F¯
s
1 exhibits a plateau at large De, consistently with the theoretical prediction in Eq. (18). As ρ
is increased, inertial effects become more prominent, and the opposite-phase configuration might be attained. For
comparison, when ωtref = 4.096 (De = 16), ρ/ρref = 0.0625 leads to Re = 1.6× 10−4, while ρ/ρref = 1 corresponds to
Re = 2.5× 10−3.
The prediction that synchronization of two sheets with a fixed ω is weak at large De seemingly contradicts recent
experimental [25] and numerical [41] studies on sperm interaction, which demonstrate that fluid viscoelasticity can
significantly enhance clustering. Note that the theoretical prediction by Taylor [12] in Eq. (10) is of the order O[(bk)4],
and has been shown to be accurate for bk . 0.4 [42]. The theoretical prediction in Eq. (18) for Oldroyd-B fluids [23]
is of the order O[(bk)2], such that it is reliable for small bk as verified by our simulations in Fig. 9, but is expected
to be less accurate for large bk values. Furthermore, there exist a number of experimental studies [5, 7, 25, 38] with
flagellated microswimmers, whose wave amplitude is large enough to make the assumption of small bk invalid. Figure
12 shows synchronization force amplitudes of two waving sheets in viscoelastic fluids for bk = 0.5, bk = 0.63, and
bk = 0.75. The simulation parameters here are the same as those in Fig. 9. Clearly, the simulated F¯ s1 values for large
bk are significantly larger than those predicted theoretically at large De. This demonstrates that for bk > 0.4, fluid
viscoelasticity plays a much more prominent role for sheet synchronization than predicted theoretically. Interestingly,
the dependence of F¯ s1 on bk > 0.4 has an exponent that can be significantly larger than two. For comparison, an
increase in the synchronization force for Newtonian fluids at large enough Re and bk > 0.4 is slower than b2, see
Fig. 5. Thus, our simulations demonstrate that fluid viscoelasticity is the main cause of a tremendous increase in
synchronization forces at large bk and De, which provides a plausible explanation for enhanced clustering of flagellated
microswimmers in viscoelastic fluids.
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(c)
in phase
in phase
in phase
FIG. 12. Synchronization force amplitudes as a function of De for (a) bk = 0.5, (b) bk = 0.63, and (c) bk = 0.75. As bk
is increased, synchronization forces strongly increase at large enough De. Note that for large bk, the dependence of F s on
phase difference φd is no longer a sine function. Therefore, F¯
s
1 corresponds to the maximum of F
s
1 (φd) here. Other parameters
ηs/ηref = 3.0, ηp/ηref = 13.0, ρ/ρref = 0.0625, p0/pref = 6553.6, and ν = 7 remain fixed.
C. Swimming efficiency of two synchronized sheets
Different mechanisms, such as inertia, sheet elasticity, and fluid viscoelasticity, can contribute to the synchronization
of two sheets. An interesting question is whether the behavior of two synchronized sheets is different from that of a
single sheet. In the early work of Taylor [12], it has been shown that energy dissipation of two sheets at Re = 0 is
minimized (maximized) when they attain the in-phase (opposite-phase) configuration. More recent theoretical study
[16] reports that the stable synchronized phase is not necessarily the phase with a minimum energy dissipation. There
exist numerous examples of biological micro-organisms swimming in clusters, suggesting that collective swimming may
have some advantages. A numerical study about sperm swimming [6] reports that clustered sperms swim slower, and
consume a lower amount of energy per sperm than a single one alone. However, it is not clear whether different factors
(e.g., inertia, sheet elasticity, and fluid viscoelasticity) affect the properties of synchronized sheets in a qualitatively
similar way.
Figure 13 compares output power, swimming velocity and efficiency of a pair of synchronized sheets with those of a
single sheet. In these simulations, two sheets are let to fully synchronize, and after that the aforementioned measure-
ments are performed. Three different synchronization factors are considered, including sheet synchronization domi-
nated by inertial effects (denoted as “IN”), sheet elasticity (abbreviated as “SE”), and fluid viscoelasticity (denoted by
“VE”). Figure 13(a) presents total output power for the three cases, which is computed as P = −∑i≤N∑j≤M Fij ·vi,
where N is the total number of sheet particles, M is the total number of fluid particles, and Fij are inter-particle
forces. Note that only for the inertia-dominated case, the output power of a synchronized pair is larger than that of
a single sheet. This is due to the fact that the sheets synchronize to the opposite-phase conformation, for which the
dissipation energy is largest in Stokes flow regime (Re here is smaller than 0.04). Interestingly, swimming velocities
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 13. Swimming properties of two synchronized sheets in comparison to a single sheet. (a) Sheet output power P ,
(b) swimming velocity V , (c) swimming efficiency E , and (d) beating amplitude b for various conditions. The abbreviation
“IN” denotes Newtonian-fluid simulations, in which inertial effects dominate, with the following parameters η/ηref = 1.6,
ρ/ρref = 1, θb/pi = 0.044, ζs/ζref = 1638.4 (κ/κref = 211.2), p0/pref = 2621.4, and ν = 7. The abbreviation“SE” denotes
Newtonian-fluid simulations, in which the effects of sheet elasticity dominate, with simulations parameters η/ηref = 3.2,
ρ/ρref = 1, θb/pi = 0.028, ζs/ζref = 81.92 (κ/κref = 162.6), p0/pref = 819.2, and ν = 7. “VE” corresponds to non-Newtonian-
fluid simulations with dominating viscoelastic effects for simulation parameters ηs/ηref = 3.0, ηp/ηref = 13.0, τ/tref = 2.0,
ρ/ρref = 0.125, θb/pi = 0.056, ζs/ζref = 4096 (κ/κref = 288), p0/pref = 6553.6, and ν = 7.
of a synchronized pair and a single sheet do not differ much, see Fig. 13(b). Only in the ”SE” case, the swimming
velocity of a single sheet is slightly larger than that of the pair. These results indicate that only in the ”VE” case,
the synchronized pair of sheets swims not slower than the corresponding single sheet, and has a lower output power.
Figure 13(c) presents swimming efficiency E = (P −Peff)/P for different cases, where Peff = F viscx Vx is the effective
power with F viscx being the x component of viscous forces exerted by the fluid on the sheets and Vx is the swimming
speed. In the case of dominating inertial effects, the swimming efficiency (about 2−3%) is largest, and the synchronized
pair is slightly more efficient than a single sheet. In the case when sheet-elasticity effects dominate, the pair has a
lower efficiency than the single sheet. Finally, in case of dominating viscoelastic contributions, the swimming efficiency
is smallest and there is no difference in E for the synchronized pair and single sheet. Nevertheless, swimming efficiency
may not be an appropriate measure to clearly determine possible advantages/disadvantages of synchronized sheets.
For example, for the “IN” case in Fig. 13, the efficiency and total output power are larger for the synchronized pair
than for the single sheet, but the swimming speed is nearly the same. In this case, the sheets synchronize toward the
opposite-phase configuration, which results in a relatively strong backward (peristaltic-like) flow between them, thus
increasing the resistance for swimming. Finally, Fig. 13(d) shows that wave amplitudes are nearly the same for both
the synchronized pair and single sheet in all cases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have employed numerical simulations to study the effect of inertia, sheet elasticity, and fluid viscoelasticity
on the synchronization of two inextensible or flexible sheets. Inertial effects always lead to sheet synchronization,
generally exhibiting the in-phase stable configuration at small Re and opposite-phase configuration at large enough
Re. The synchronization time τ s of two sheets is inversely proportional to the shifted Reynolds number, such that
τ sω ∝ (Re−Rec)−1, where Rec characterizes the opposite-phase to in-phase transition. Our simulation results suggest
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that even seemingly small inertial effects should not be neglected for the synchronization of microswimmers.
Sheet elasticity can also result in the synchronization toward both in-phase (as shown previously) and opposite-
phase (demonstrated here) configurations. Furthermore, we have systematically tested the theoretical prediction [23]
of the synchronization forces between two sheets in viscoelastic fluids, and find an excellent agreement for bk < 0.4.
However, for large bk, synchronization forces strongly depart from the theoretical prediction for De > 1, indicating
a rapid synchronization. Thus, for De > 1 and large enough bk, fluid viscoelasticity has a dramatic effect on
the synchronization of two sheets, which clearly dominates over other factors, such as inertia and sheet elasticity.
This result is consistent with the observations of significant enhancement of sperm clustering in viscoelastic fluids
[25]. Finally, sheet synchronization dominated by fluid viscoelasticity does not impede swimming velocity of the
synchronized pair, but has a lower output power in comparison to a single sheet.
Simulation results presented here constitute a systematic study of competing effects for the synchronization of two
sheets. They can be used to qualitatively assess the importance of possible factors for experimentally-observed mi-
croswimmer interactions. This knowledge is useful for a better understanding of collective behavior of microswimmers
and for tuning of synchronization interactions between artificial swimmers.
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FIG. 14. Schematic of a ring used for the calculation of sheet flexural rigidity κ. R is the ring radius, l1, . . . , l4 are lengths
of the corresponding springs, and θ is the angle between two adjacent springs in the middle layer. Equilibrium lengths are
l01 = l
0
4 = l0 and l
0
2 = l
0
3 =
√
5l0/2.
APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF FLEXURAL RIGIDITY κ
We consider a ring (see Fig. 14) whose structure is similar to the sheet in Fig. 1(b). In continuum, elastic energy
of the ring is given by
E =
κ
2
∫
2piR
dl
R2
=
piκ
R
, (19)
which can be compared with the energy of a discrete structure. The force balance at O1 yields
2ζs(l1 − l0) sin θ
2
= 2ζs(
√
5
2
l0 − l2) · 2√
5
, (20)
resulting in
l2 ≈
√
5
2
(l0 −∆l θ
2
), (21)
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with ∆l = l1 − l0. Under the assumption that the middle layer does not deform, the force balance at O2 leads to
l2 = l3. From the discrete geometry in Fig. 14, we obtain
R
l0
=
R+ 2√
5
l2
l0 +∆l
⇒ ∆l = 2l
2
0R
2R2 + l20
. (22)
Then, the elastic energy of the discrete structure is given by
Ed = Nζs(∆l
2 +
5
8
∆l2θ2) +N
ζθ
2
θ2. (23)
By substituting ∆l and θ = l0/R into the equation above, we obtain
Ed ≈ 2piζsl
3
0 + piζθl0
R
, (24)
which results, when compared with Eq. (19), in the expression for flexural rigidity κ as
κ = 2ζsl
3
0 + ζθl0. (25)
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